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Android screen capture gesture

A screenshot is a moment in time. Preserves everything you're seeing on your Android phone screen. It can be a delicious series of text messages that you exchanged with your best friend. It may be proof of that rare Pokemon you've finally tracked down in nature, or a record of the witty comments made in a Facebook post. Apple user
looking for the same information? Click or tap here. Screenshots are all about saving what's on your screen for posterity. You can capture a frame from a video, save some information for later, or even capture a tweet that can be deleted later. There is a lot of variety in the Android world between different device manufacturers and
different versions of the operating system, so you may have to explore a bit to find out which screen capture method works best for your phone. Why do you need to take screenshots? Screenshots can be useful in many ways. You've probably seen how people share fun text message conversations on Twitter and Facebook using
screenshots of their messaging apps. You can use a screenshot to catch a perfect video moment where your child scores a goal in a football game. You can then send it in an email to the grandparents. Screenshots are also a smart way to document an error message or software failure so that technical support can help you diagnose the
problem. Privacy, security, the latest trends and the information you need to live your best digital life. Your Android phone can fold like a magnifying glass. Click or tap here to learn how to use this cool feature. Combination of two buttons for AndroidIf you're new to screenshots, here's where to start. Despite the many differences in android
phone designs and operating systems, most can be commanded to take a screenshot using two buttons simultaneously. Press and hold the power and volume down buttons to grab a screen image. You may have to work a little on your time, but hold these buttons properly and you will hear a shutter click and see the screenshot soon.
Next, you should receive a notification saying that you have captured a screenshot. Opening the notification gives you the option to view the screenshot, share it, or delete it. In the notification window, you can choose to tap to view and open the image in Photos. This gives you access to all the usual photo editing and sharing options, just
like any other image. The two-button method should work for most Android phones, but there are a few other options available depending on your exact smartphone and which operating system you are running. For example, owners of the Samsung Galaxy S7 may take a screenshot of holding the power and home buttons. Learn which
apps you should delete from your Android phone and how to do it. Tell your Google Assistant to take a screenshotIf you have Google Assistant set up on your phone, you can use your voice to take a screenshot. Just say OK Google, take a screenshot. Screenshot tips for the latest Android PieAndroid operating system have not been
released for a one Of phones yet, but if you are one of the lucky ones, you can try pie's new way of taking a screenshot. Just hold the power button and tap Screenshot. This applies to Google Pixel and Nexus phones running Pie. The nicest part of this method is that you don't need to deal with the time of the power and volume buttons
just to get your screenshot. Three-finger screen capture on Motorola phones Motorola phone owners can bypass the two-button finger dance, allowing for a Moto screen capture gesture. Open the Moto app, choose Moto Actions and turn on Three-Toe Screenshot. To capture a screenshot, simply tap and hold three fingertips on the
screen. Just make sure there's a little bit of space between your fingers. The Moto app will run it through a short tutorial to find out how it works. Samsung Palm Screen Captures Samsung's recent Galaxy phones offer a cool alternative way to take screenshots. Open settings, choose Advanced Features, and make sure Palm Swipe to
capture is turned on. Slide the blade of your hand across the screen from side to side to capture a screenshot. Your phone will save your screenshots in the Gallery.Go to your saved screenshotsOr you'll find your screenshots saved in the Google Photos app. Just open the app and search for Screenshots or search for the folder titled
Screenshots. You can find this listed in the Photos section on your device when you tap Albums. From here, you can edit, share or delete your screenshots like any other image. The two-button screen capture using the volume-down and power buttons will be the most reliable method for most Android users to capture screenshots, but it
can be fun to play with samsung's palm slide or using Google Assistant to help. Whichever method you're finished with, you'll have screenshots at your fingertips to preserve and share important and fun moments from your phone. You have many different ways to take screenshots on your Android device. Some are manufacturer-specific,
some are operating-based, and others rely on dedicated apps from the Google Play Store. It can be difficult to understand the options and determine which is the best approach for your specific device. Let's look at the most common methods to take screenshots of Android and introduce you to two of the best third-party apps. Use the
Android Screenshot Shortcut Nowadays, take screenshots using nothing more than your device is a breeze. Press and hold the Power + Volume Down buttons at the same time, and you will see a brief on-screen animation followed by a confirmation in the notification bar that the was successful. There's a gift for setting the time. Press the
power button too early and you will lock your device's screen. But press the volume button too early and you will end up changing the volume. Android Pie has added a shortcut to take a screenshot from the power menu if you find it more convenient. 2. Use manufacturer shortcuts Not all phones use the Android method. For example,
Samsung devices require you to press the Power + Home buttons to take a screenshot. After that, the process is the same. You will receive an on-screen confirmation and the image becomes visual in the gallery app. Some phones use the default method, but also have additional options. For example, on some Sony devices, you can
press the Power button to access the options menu. From there, you can take screenshots as well as record the screen of your Android device. Phones from Motorola, LG and HTC all use the standard method. 3. Root Early versions of Android did not allow apps to take screenshots without twisting. It was a security feature designed to
prevent malicious downloads from spying on you and stealing private information. However, twisting your Android device opens you to a world of possibilities. There are many apps on the Play Store that have a simple Take Screenshot button, specifically for use on older versions of Android. We've put together some of them in the best
Android apps to take better screenshots. 4. Use third-party apps Let's take a look at some of the best third-party screen capture apps. Their basic functionality is the same as the inventory method, but they do offer some additional legal features that are not natively available. Easy Image Gallery Screenshot (2 Images) The first screen
capture app to be checked out is Screenshot Easy. This app has some great usability functions. For example, it lets you take photos using a screen overlay button, a button on the notification bar, shaking your device or using a widget. There are also some great post-shot options. You can crop your screenshots, convert them to a ZIP file,
edit colors, and include time stamps and date stamps. You can save images in PNG or JPG format. Finally, Screenshot Easy has screen recording features, including support for scroll screen captures. Download: Easy screenshot (free) Super Screenshot Super Screenshot (2 Images) Super Screenshot is free and does not include ads,
making it a great choice for users who want a clean and easy to use screen capture app. Perhaps your best feature is your ability to cut your screenshots before comcomminating them to memory. It also allows you to resize your snaps, scribble them, add text notes, and set multiple filters. To get the same results using the Android
inventory method, you would need to download a photo editing app. You can save photos directly to your phone's SD card to save space when appropriate. Download: Super Screenshot (Free) You may also be interested in apps to take scroll ing screen captures and OCR-based screen capture apps that help you your screenshots
quickly. 5. On Pre-Android 4.0 devices Prior to the introduction of Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich in October 2011, there was no way to take a screenshot using the operating system. Fortunately, few people are using older versions of Android on their phones. But if you are forced to use gingerbread or or Because your main device is
out of action and you are using an old spare--- you need to know how to take screenshots as well. The best method for unrooted devices is to use the Android SDK. Yes, it's tricky to set up, but it's the most reliable approach. You can download the SDK from the official Android website. Installing and configuring the SDK app is beyond the
scope of this article, so check out the No Root Screenshot It app if you want a simpler user interface. What Android screen capture method do you use? To summarize, as long as you're using Android 4.0 or later (and you probably are), your phone can take screenshots natively. If you're looking for additional options, you should resort to a
third-party app, and if you're running an earlier version of Android, you'll need to create your device or use a desktop app. If you want to know more about Android, check out the stock apps for Android that you should replace and these informative websites for Android. Leading cybersecurity firm FireEye Hit by Nation-State Attack The
cybersecurity company has confirmed that the attackers stole a number of tools from the Red Team. About Author Dan Price (1428 articles published) More from Dan Price
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